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The purchase of this eBook includes an offer for a FREE INTIMACY GUIDE DVD from our
series. Yoga as a spiritual system with a physical component is fully explored in these intimate
routines. Couples will find their relationships resonating with a deeper harmony by making the
body flexible and strong while drawing clarity and peace into the mind and emotions. Learn
about the benefits of deep breathing and explore the chakras, solo positions and romantic
partner positions. These creative and sensual practices will add both tenderness and power to
your relationship. Over 270 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS (available online), artful sequencing, and
easy to follow instructions will appeal to both novice and seasoned practitioner. With 20 years of
experience as a yoga instructor and massage therapist, author Mishabae believes that if you
take the practices in this book off the mat and into your lovemaking, the experience of great sex
can be yours to share, nurture and expand upon.INCLUDES:• Honoring one Another• Clearing
the Head and Heart• Building Touch and Energy• Practicing Self-Care• Intimate Chakra
Massage• The Healing Power of Pleasure• How Yoga Can Improve Your Love Life• Meditation
and Breathing Techniques• Sexual Practices for Total Well-Being• Stimulating Special Pleasure
Zones• Romantic Flow of Sexual Postures• Solo and Partnered Poses
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presented in this book is in no way intended as a substitute for medical consultation, and the
publisher disclaims any liability from, and in connection with, this program. If at any point while
moving into and out of the poses described in this book you begin to feel faint, dizzy, or have
physical discomfort, you should stop immediately and consult a physician.15124 Ventura Blvd.,
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Making a Place for Practice.CHAPTER 3. OPENING SALUTATION / MEDITATIONHonoring One
Another. Recognition.CHAPTER 4. PRANAYAMASA Sensual Point of View.CHAPTER 5. BASIC
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Study.CHAPTER 7. PARTNERED POSTURESBuilding Touch and Energy.CHAPTER 8. THE
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gifts flowing into this work.To my artistic community - The Little Red Studio in Seattle, I thank you
for helping me find my voice in poetry and life, in play and in performance. Great gratitude to
Meir for direction and support. Hugs, applause and namaste to Kathy for her incredible
organizational skills, sensitive editing and artistic flair. Thanks so much for being in my corner!
Special thanks to Shoshi, and also to John, Kyle, Fabian and Robina for the intricate and unsung
supporting roles which you all played so well! Couldn't have done it without you. To Hawk Jones
for his beautiful photography and to our generous models - Beth & James, Sofia & GB, Daisi &
Jerome - thank you for sharing without shame or fear the beauty of your connection to self and
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as always... big hugs to my daughters, who let me dive in deep and not come up for air while I
was busy chasing down words to describe a little bit of heaven.
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book "The Joy of Partner Yoga" and the DVD "Together: The Art of Partnered Yoga." A yoga
instructor and massage therapist with over 20 years of experience, her passion for developing
practices that bring couples together into healthy, healing relationships is evident in the body of
her work. She teaches classes and has a private practice in Bainbridge Island, Washington and
holds workshops internationally.1 TO 1 PUBLISHERS produces and distributes instructional
books, DVDs and personal products. World- renowned educators, experts and best-selling
authors develop our informative guides. We strive to help couples and singles lead fuller, happier
lives through mental and physical enrichment.IntroductionHow Yoga Can Improve Your Love
LifeYoga for great sex? It makes perfect sense. If you can't move without pain and are



uncomfortable living in your own skin, great sex just doesn't happen. A healthy, toned body is
very sexy, and a flexible one even more fun. Just ask the guys in your yoga class for their point of
view.If a couple chooses to practice yoga together, the personal harmony you feel within
doubles itself as it is shared. All you will learn about your body through the practice of yoga
postures, and about your mind through cultivating a meditative focus, will extend itself to the
natural yoga of sexual union as your heart, mind, and body become open, supple and free.If you
take the practices in this book off the mat and into your lovemaking, the experience of great sex
can be yours to share, nurture and expand upon.
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one another... you are liberators for those who will read and follow your examples. Of course and
as always... big hugs to my daughters, who let me dive in deep and not come up for air while I
was busy chasing down words to describe a little bit of heaven.Mishabae is the author of the
book "The Joy of Partner Yoga" and the DVD "Together: The Art of Partnered Yoga." A yoga
instructor and massage therapist with over 20 years of experience, her passion for developing
practices that bring couples together into healthy, healing relationships is evident in the body of
her work. She teaches classes and has a private practice in Bainbridge Island, Washington and
holds workshops internationally.1 TO 1 PUBLISHERS produces and distributes instructional
books, DVDs and personal products. World- renowned educators, experts and best-selling
authors develop our informative guides. We strive to help couples and singles lead fuller, happier
lives through mental and physical enrichment.IntroductionHow Yoga Can Improve Your Love
LifeYoga for great sex? It makes perfect sense. If you can't move without pain and are
uncomfortable living in your own skin, great sex just doesn't happen. A healthy, toned body is
very sexy, and a flexible one even more fun. Just ask the guys in your yoga class for their point of
view.If a couple chooses to practice yoga together, the personal harmony you feel within
doubles itself as it is shared. All you will learn about your body through the practice of yoga
postures, and about your mind through cultivating a meditative focus, will extend itself to the
natural yoga of sexual union as your heart, mind, and body become open, supple and free.If you
take the practices in this book off the mat and into your lovemaking, the experience of great sex
can be yours to share, nurture and expand upon.A good yoga practice will leave you feeling
refreshed and revitalized with a general sense of well-being. This sense of well-being is the
result of a deeper alignment - a unique harmony of your personal mind/body components that
bring about true balance... a lovely balance that can and will reach into the rest of your
life.Couples who practice yoga together will find that they feel closer to each other physically,
mentally, and emotionally as that deeper alignment - a natural harmony - falls into place,
touching the heart and soul of their relationship in wonderful and surprising ways.I could wrap
this practice in lofty spiritual terms or try to make it more scholarly by applying Sanskrit terms to
every thought and action. More helpful to our purpose here is to bring it down to earth and
simply state the obvious: the beneficial effects of yoga on the whole person are a perfect means
toward finding something most of us want - a sex life that is physically, emotionally and spiritually
fulfilling.Even thrilling.Can a yoga practice really do all that?"Practice" is the key and the answer
is a resounding "Yes."Yoga teaches full presence to what is here and now.Here - as you take that
first truly conscious breath, and Now - as you move your mind out of your head and into your
heart. Have you ever slowed your mind down long enough to fully notice the subtle sensations in
each breath? Have you let yourself expand with the warm rise of the inhalation or followed the
sweet release of the exhalation?Where do they go? If you focus long enough on the pure feeling
of the breath, each delicious moment of it, not only will you have taught yourself to meditate but
you will most likely have found the breath itself to be quite sensual.In our practice, the breath
becomes another form of touch that can bring you into deeper union with yourself or your



partner. Try to follow its flow like a long, slow, massage stroke moving deep inside the chambers
of your heart and out again, slipping through the fingers of your awareness just beyond the
borders of your reach. This alone can become quite erotic if you give yourself over to each subtle
sensation and follow them with your fullest attention. Through mindful practices like this you will
develop a supercharged sensitivity and self-awareness that will magnify your receptivity to the
delights of sexual pleasure.The physical practice, or the postures of yoga, makes the body
flexible and strong while drawing the mind and emotions into a similar place of clarity and
peace.Releasing tension through breathing and stretching clears your body, mind and emotions
of static energies, stress, mental dullness and fatigue. It moves your whole being toward
relaxation and joy, which will increase your capacity for sexual pleasure and emotional
fulfillment.The happiness of being in a body - your own - that is fully alive with vitality is a sensual
and sometimes ecstatic experience. Your solo yoga practice will become a large part of the
process as you learn to completely accept, nurture and cherish yourself.The postures in this
book focus on loosening your hips, groin, and low back. They open the heart center and work to
support your endocrine system, which is responsible for the healthy hormonal balance that
nourishes and rejuvenates the sex organs and keeps the body young.The pranayamas - or
breathing techniques - as well as other meditative practices will guide your senses within as you
learn to expand your awareness to the fullest and to focus. A little extra focus at just the right
moment can help pleasure expand to crazy new heights.Through the course of this book you will
be led on a journey of self discovery and mutual pleasure. The chapters of Intimate Yoga for
Couples are arranged as a progressive sequence of experiences and exercises that cultivate an
awareness of self, reaching from the warm tingly feelings in your toes to the complete surrender
that comes with each orgasm.~CHAPTER 1. INWARD SPIRALSelf Care.All of life is full of
relationship: parent/child, husband/wife, friend/lover, employer/employee, teacher/student, client/
provider, and so on. This means that most of us spend a lot of our time and energy in a giving
role. Something as simple as time in a hot shower or a pleasant soak in the tub while chilling out
to your favorite music will reestablish a pleasurable reconnect with yourself. Leaving the day
behind by feeding your senses with good things such as herbal teas, massage with stress
relieving oils like Ylang Ylang or Rose, a short yoga practice, or just a quick cat nap in a sultry
corner is essential. Every step you take toward a revitalized you is a step closer to being ready to
enjoy a hot encounter with your partner.CHAPTER 2. SANCTUARYSetting the Scene.Making a
Place for Practice. Choosing a place to practice erotic yoga is a treat to be shared. The
conscious act of making a space that feels sexy, soft, warm and inviting is a first step toward
bringing yourselves into alignment with each other. We will take a look at the idea of romance
and ritual as we find essential elements to make your time together out of this world.CHAPTER
3. OPENING SALUTATION / MEDITATIONHonoring One Another. Recognition.Your first touch
happens before either of you lays a tender hand upon each other. It is all about energy - a look, a
smile, a soft word, a sigh. The words "Come here," uttered with just the right tone, can practically
rip the clothes off of some of us; while a direct look from heavy-lidded "bedroom eyes" will undo



the rest. These energetic cues create a powerful response in magnetizing one to another based
on the past experience of the pleasure that followed acceptance of the command. This chapter
suggests ways to build a deep connecting link through a combination of words, touches and
postures, making a ritual of greeting and magnifying the significance of the moment
shared.CHAPTER 4. PRANAYAMASA Sensual Point of View.Proper breath control or
"Pranayama" is an essential part of yoga practice. It keeps the mind clear and the body steady in
both meditation and the physical practice of yoga postures. It lends its staying power to longer
lovemaking sessions and extended stronger orgasm. You will begin with a few simple exercises
to share with your partner that will highlight a sense of full connectivity and deeper union, as the
space between you seems to disappear.CHAPTER 5. BASIC MEDITATIONClearing the Head
and Heart.Why meditate? Meditation is a detoxification program for the mind which will leave
you with a clear head and heart. When we think and act from a place of wholeness, all of our
relationships benefit. To this end we recommend and teach an opening and a closing meditation
to share with your partner to establish your time together as "Sacred Space." This simply means
a special time and place to devote your full attention and care to one another and celebrate the
gift of your most intimate moments.CHAPTER 6. GETTING PHYSICALPostures for Self
Study.From the previous practices that were energy centered, we move to studies rooted in the
conditioning of the body for better health and better sex. Think of it this way: Yoga Practice=fit,
flexible, happy and healthy mind, body and soul. Your gorgeous inner glow will attest to it all. Or
is that glow from all the great sex you will be enjoying? A few moments of solo yoga practice is
the perfect preparation for a shared yoga practice with your partner and for the deeper harmony
of making love. This chapter introduces you to the Why and How of doing yoga just for you
through a prgressive sequence of yoga postures and additional practices that support
emotional, physical and sexual fitness. You will come to understand the anatomy of your sexual
energy and your own ability to engage with it by learning breathing techniques and other
exercises like Moola Bhanda that target your sexual core.CHAPTER 7. PARTNERED
POSTURESBuilding Touch and Energy.Partner postures add to the fun of being together while
building erotic energy through sweet creative contact. As a form of shared exercise, nothing
beats partner yoga for stress relief as you unwind together into the arms of shared stretches and
postures that beg for more. As a form of foreplay, the obvious invitation for seductive touches
and deep penetration in some of the positions is enough to ignite that inner fire. As a whole, your
partner yoga sessions build a new language between you, a vocabulary of touch and energy
that will quickly become all your own.CHAPTER 8. THE CHAKRASExperienced through
Meditation, Yoga Postures, and Intimate Chakra Massage.The Chakras are another window to
your soul. Invisible to the naked eye, the Chakras are tangible through their effects on your
thoughts, emotions and actions. We will become more familiar with each Chakra and what it
means to be "in balance" through meditation and yoga postures. Later, the shared experiences
of Partnered Postures, Intimate Chakra Massage, and the Gift of Sexual Techniques will
heighten your awareness of these subtle forces through direct hands-on experience. Dr. Love is



in the house.CHAPTER 9. LIFE IN BALANCEPostures, Breathing, Massage and Sexual
Practices for Total Well-Being.Imbalance provides an opportunity to make balance a journey of
self discovery and shared renewal. This chapter will outline fresh information that brings your
whole yoga practice into play. Yoga postures, breathing exercises, loving massage and sexual
practices put a new spin on partner yoga and the art of healing.CHAPTER 10. SEX AS GOOD
MEDICINEThe Healing Power of Pleasure.The latest buzz about sex tells us that "abstinence
should only be practiced in moderation." A safe and healthy sex life should be considered a
magic bullet that inoculates not only against loneliness but improves the quality of your life and
the quantity of its days. Recent studies show that sex plays a vital role in heart health, brain
function and psychological well-being. Finally - something that feels this good is really good for
you!CHAPTER 11. ROMANTIC FLOW OF SEXUAL POSTURESStimulating Special Pleasure
Zones.This section shares tips on the basics of yoga sex and creative lovemaking. You'll start
with the simple accessible postures made for intensified pleasure and then explore more
advanced techniques for the daring. As the positions become comfortable as single
experiences, you can choose to link them together into sequences full of sexual charge and joy.
As you learn to move from one position to another, you and your partner become intimately
involved in a delightful exchange that continues to change the depth of penetration as well as
the angles of glide and thrust, and sends direct stimulation to those special pleasure zones
inside the vaginal walls. The heart of the romantic postures flows directly from the influence of
the Kama Sutra, an ancient Indian text on sexual conduct, but it beats to the rhythm of its own
creative interpretation.
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